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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we solve the problem of the existence of an n X n matrix over an 
arbitrary field when its invariant polynomials and either some rows or columns are 
prescribed. The solution is given in terms of invariant factor inequalities and of 
majorization inequalities involving controllability indices and the degrees of the 
invariant polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be an arbitrary field; g[ A] the ring of the polynomials with 
coefficients in S. and S”’ Xn and ,[Xlmx” the vector spaces over 9 of m 
by n matrices wiih elements in 9 and 9 [A], respectively. Gl .( 9- ) denotes 
the linear group of order n over 9, and I, the identity matrix of order n. 
The elements of S[h] are denoted either with symbols f(X), g(h), . . . or 
with Greek letters a, p, y, . . . . All the polynomials are considered manic. The 
symbol : > is used in the following way: if a, p E F[A], then a : > /-? means 
“a divides j3.” Finally, d(a) is the degree of the polynomial (Y, and we agree 
that if a = 0 then d(a) = - 00. 
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In this paper, we settle the following problem: (P): 
(P) Let G E Fnxn be a matrix partitioned as follows: 
G=* B 
[ 1 C D' 0.1) 
where A E F--P’P, D E ~Fq’q, and n = p + 9, and where A and B are given. 
Under what conditions do there exist matrices C and D such that G has 
prescribed invariant polynomials? 
If instead of the blocks A and B we prescribe only the block A, the 
solution is known and was given by E. Marques de Sa [16, 171 and R. C. 
Thompson [ 181: 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf yl: > . . . : > yn and cxi: > . . . : > (Ye are the invariant 
polynomials of G E gnXn and A E .FP’P, then there exist matrices B E 
.F’xP, C E 9qxq, and DE 3~ cqxq such that G is similar to 
A B 
[ 1 C D 
if and only if the following relations hold: 
yi: > (Yi: > Yi+2q> i=l ,*..> P> (1.2) 
where yi = 0 for i > n. 
This result improves that of de Oliveira [13], in which one prescribes the 
block A and the characteristic polynomial of G. In [19] Wimmer solves 
problem (P) when the characteristic polynomial of G is prescribed instead of 
its invariant polynomials. 
In this paper we solve problem (P), and so we are going to improve the 
result of Wimmer. Throughout, A E 3~ cPxP, B E .FPxq, n = p + 9, [A, B] E 
FPX”, and if [A,, B,] E S’X(r+s) then ALE SrXr and B1~ 9”“. We 
denote by Lyi: > .*. : > ap the invariant factors of [XI, - A, - B] E SpXn, 
and by yi: > ...: > y, the invariant polynomials of G. Of course, (Y~ f 0 for 
all i=l,..., p,butitispossibleai=lforalli=l ,..., p. 
The main result is Theorem 5.1. 
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2. AN EQUIVALENCE RELATION FOR RECTANGULAR MATRICES 
Let P E Gl,(g), Q ~G1&9), and R E 3pxq. We denote by r, y a 
subset of gnXn formed by the nonsingular matrices with the following 
form: 
P 0 
[ 1 R 0' 
That is to say, 
r P 0 P,q= i[ 1 R Q E~-“~“J PEG~,(~),QEG~,(.~), RES~^~~P 
It is easy to see that l’,,, is a multiplicative subgroup of Gl,,(F). Obviously 
any element of r, 4 , can be written as a product of matrices of the following 
types: 
In particular, 
s1s,s2 = p O [ 1 R Q (2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.1. [A,, B,] E .FPXn and [A,, B,] E FpXn will be said 
to be r,, ,-equivalent if there exists T E rp 9 such that for each pair of 
matrices C, E Fq ‘P and D, E S-Qxq there ‘exist matrices C, E 9qxP and 
D 2 E Fqxq such that: 
T[“c: ;:]T-‘=[“c: ;] (2.2) 
In this way, it is easy to see that there is an equivalence relation defined 
i* sPXn . When there is no possibility of confusion we will say that [A,, B,] 
and [A,, B,] are F-equivalent whenever they are r,, q-equivalent. 
Now, we are going to prove some useful properties of r-equivalent 
matrices. 
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PROPOSITION 2 2 . . [A,, B,] E 9PXn and [A, B,] E 9PXn are r- 
equivalent if and only if there exist matrices P E Gl ,(‘k), Q E GI ,,( %)), and 
R E SqxP such that 
A,=P(A1-BQ-‘R)P-l, 
B, = PB,Q-‘, 
(2.3) 
or, equivalently, 
P[A,, 41 _ Q?;p-1 Q:l = [A,, %I. 
1 
(2.4) 
Proof. Straightforward. n 
From (2.1) we can deduce easily the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. [A,, B,] E gpXn and [A,, B,] E SpXn are r- 
equivalent if and only if [A,, B,] is obtained from [A,, B,] by one or 
several of the following types of tran.sjkmations: 
[A,, B,] + [A,, B,] = [P&P--‘, PB,], P E Gl,(.F), (tl) 
[A,, B,] -+ [A,, %I = [A,> B,QI, Q E (J,(F), (tz) 
[A,, B,] --f [A,, B,] = [A,- B,R, B,], R E gqxp. 03) 
Proof. Straightforward. n 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If [A,, B,I,[A,, &I E Fpx” are I’-equivalent, then 
[XI, - A,, - B,] and [XI, - A,, - B,] are equivalent in S[X]p”‘. 
Proof. Immediate. n 
An immediate consequence of the symmetric property of the I’equiv- 
alence relation is 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G E SnXn, and assume that [A,, B,] and 
[A,, B,] are r-equivalent matrices .FpX”. Then there exist matrices C, E 
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.Fqxp and D, E .Fqxq such that G is similar to 
Al Bl 
[ I Cl Dl 
if and only if there exist matrices C, E 9’JxP and D, E .Fqxq such that G 
is similar to 
Once Proposition 2.5 is established, by solving problem (P) for a matrix 
[A,, B,] that is I’-equivalent to [A, B] we solve the problem for the pre- 
scribed matrix [A, B]. So, we are interested in finding a canonical form for 
each class of P-equivalent matrices. In order to obtain it, we will need to use 
some concepts of linear system control theory [l-4, 14, 15, 201. 
If A E 9PxP and B E PPxq, we denote by S(A, B) the controllability 
matrix of the pair (A, B), i.e. [l, p. 831 
S(A,B)=[B AB A’B ... AP-‘B] E gpxpq. 
If rank B = T, then k, 2 . . . >, k, > k,+l = *. . = k, ( = 0) will be the con- 
trollability indices of (A, B) arranged in nonincreasing order ([l, p. 2751 and 
[15, Definition 1 and Remark 2.11). If B = 0 then ki = 0 for i = 1,. . . ,q. 
The pair (A, B) is completely controllable if and only if rank S(A, B) = p 
[l, p.831. In [3] it is shown that if (A, B) is completely controllable and 
[A,, B,] is obtained from [A, B] by one or more transformations (t i),(t s), or 
(ta) of Proposition 2.3, then (A,, B,) is completely controllable. Moreover, in 
[2] it is proved that if A and B are real matrices and (A, B) is completely 
controllable, then [A, B] and [A,, B,] can be transformed into one another 
by the above transformations if and only if (A, B) and (A,, B,) have the 
same controllability indices. 
Some small and obvious modifications in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 of [2] 
enable us to prove the following 
LEMMA 2.6. Zf [A,, B,] [A,, B,] E .FXn are ~-equivalent matrices 
and rank B, = r [ = rank B,], then (A,, B,) and (A,, B,) have the same 
controllability indices k, > . . . > k, > k,+l = . . . = k, (= O), a& k, 
+ *. . + k, = rankS(A,, B,) [ = rankS(A,, B,)]. 
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In [2] Brunovsky proves the following result: 
LEMMA 2.7. Let [A B] E .FPXn. If (A, B) is a compktely contrdable 
pair, rank B = r, and k, L . . . > k, > k,+l= . . . = k, ( = 0) are its control- 
lability indices, then [A, B] is IT-equivalent to a matrix [A,, B,.] E .FpXn 
with the following form: 
(i) A, = diag(A,,..., A,), where A, is the k, x ki matrix 
0 I,$-1 
[ 1 0 0; 
(ii) B, = [B,,O], where 
El 
B, = 
i: k I 
E &CPXf 
9 E, = 
and e, is the i th TOW of I,. 
Thus, if (A, B) is completely controllable, then a matrix [A c, B,] with the 
above form is a canonical form of [A, B] for the I’equivalence relation. In 
order to give a canonical form of [A, B] when (A, B) is not completely 
controllable we make use of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let [A, B] E Fpxn and rank S(A, B) = s. Then there 
exists a matrix P E Gl p( .F) such that A I = PAP- i and B I = PB are matrices 
with the following form: 
A,= iAd, ;l], B,= [ ‘;I], 
where A E Fsxs, B,, E Tsx’J, and rankS(A,,, B,,) = s (i.e., (A,,, Bii) is 
completely controllable). Moreover, the controllability indices of (A, B) and 
(A,,, B,,) are the same. 
Proof. The first part of this lemma is Theorem 4.3 of [l], and since 
[A, B] and [A,, B,] are I-equivalent, by Lemma 2.6 they have the same 
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controllability indices. As 
(A 1, B,) and (A,,, B,,) have the same controllability indices. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let A,,, B,,, A,, an< B,_be as in Lemma 2.8. If [A,,, B,,] 
E Fsx(s+q) is r,,,-equivaZent to [A,,, B,,] E .Fsx(‘+9), then [A,, B,] E 
FpXn is rp,dequivalent to [A,, B2] E FPXn, where 
A,= [Ad, fj, B,= [ “,“I. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, there exist matrices P, E Gl,(.F), Q1 E 
Gl (3) and R, E FqxS such that 4 ’ 
Setting 
R = [R,,O] E Fqxp, Q=Ql> and P = 
Pl 0 
[ 1 0 Ip-., ’ 
we have P E Gl,(P) and 
where A,, = P,A,,. If we put 
A,= 
&I %2 
[ 1 0 A,, and B, = 
then the lemma follows. 
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LEMMA 2.10. Let C, be the companion matrix of the polynomial A”, and 
assume that C, E .Fsxt and C, E gtxt. Then there exist matrices T E FSxt 
and d E SIX’ such that 
[k ;I[: Ej[Id ;,“I=[“,’ g]. 
where 
D= ; 
[ 1 E L$-sxt 
Proof. Take t, = 0, t, =X~r~cjC~-j-l (k = 2,3,..., s), d = X;=Icjc3t-j, 
where cl,. . . , c, are the rows of C,, and check. n 
Note that 
[COI 21and [cd :] 
are similar matrices. 
Now, we can give a canonical f&m of [A, B] when (A, B) is not a 
completely controllable pair. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let [A, B] E FpX”, rank B = r, rank S(A, B) = s < p, 
+‘. >k >k,+l= .a. 
FATB), Lyl: ; . . 
= k, ( = 0) be the controllability indices of 
* : > ap the invariant factors of [Xl, - A, - B]. Let us 
assume that oli=l fw i=l,..., t, and d(a,+,) > 1. Then there exists a 
matrix [A B ] E FPXn, I’-equivalent to [A, B], which veri.es the follow- 
ing condit&zsY 
(i) A, = diag(M, N), M E .FSxS, and N E .F(P-S)x(P-s). 
(ii) B, = [f], where H = [@,O] E FSxq and HE 9”‘. 
(iii) (M, H) is a completely controllable pair, and k,,..., k, are its 
controllability indices. 
(iv) A4 = diag( M,, . . . , M,), where Mi is the companion matrix of Akg, 
i=l >.**, r. 
E Fk~xr and ei is the ith row of I,. 
(vi) N = diag( N,, . . . , N,_,), where N, is the companion matrix of the 
invariant factor afti, i = l,..., p - t. 
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Proof It is clear that if rank S(A, B) = p, then (A, B) is completely 
controllable and so we would be under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.7. 
Therefore, we are going to assume that rank S(A, B) = s < p and p - s = m. 
By Lemma 2.8, [A, B] is I-equivalent to a matrix [A,, B,] such that 
A,= [“d’ ;I], B,= [B;l], 
where (A,,, B,,) is a competely controllable pair with k,, . . . , k, as its 
controllability indices and [A,,, B,,] E FSx(‘+q). By Lemma 2.7, [A,,, B,,] 
is lY,,,-equivalent to a matrix [M, H] E FSx(S+q) such that: 
(a) H= [G,O], HE gSxr. 
(b) (M, H) is a completely controllable pair with k,, . . . , k, as its control- 
lability indices. 
(c) M=diag(Mi,...,M,)~S”“~“, where Mi is the companion matrix of 
Aka. 
El 
(d) i?= ; 
II 
, where Ei = 
J% 
[ 1 z, E Fk~Xr, i=l,...,T. I 
BY Lemma 2.9, [A,, B,] is r-equivalent to [A,, B,], where 
Now, we consider x 12 E FSx”’ partitioned as follows: 
Cl 
A,, = ; [I . CT 
where C.E.F’~~“‘, i=I ,..., 
exist ma&ices T. E .Fklxm 
T. By Lemma 2.10, for each i = 1,. . . , T there 
t and di E Six” such that 
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If we set 
r 7 
z k, 0 ..a 0 T, 
0 Zk2 . . . 0 T, 
p,= *.................: 
0 0 . . . I,, T, 
0 0 ... 0 I, 
then 
A, = P,A,P,l= 
and 
B, = P,B, = f , 
[ I 
where 
Dl 
A,,= ; . [I 0, 
[A 2, B,] and [A 3, B3] are r-equivalent because we have performed a trans- 
formation of type (tl) on [A,, B2] to obtain [A,, BJ. Now, Al2 is a matrix 
with all the entries zero except those of the rows k,, k 1 + k,, . . , k 1 
+ . . . + k,. So, if 
E g?-qxr and R = [0, R,] E Fqxp, 
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M 0 
A,=A,-B,R- o A,, . 
[ 1 
If B4 = B,, then [Ad, B4] and [Aa, BJ are P-equivalent, since [A4, B4] is 
obtained from [A3, BJ by a transformation of type (ts) of Proposition 2.3. 
To finish the proof of the theorem we are going to see that the nontrivial 
invariant factors of XI, - A,, (i.e., those distinct from 1) are the nontrivial 
invariant factors of [XI, - A, - B]. If this is true, then there will exist 
Pz E G1”,(9) such that 
N = P2Ag2P; 
is the required matrix [lo, p. 1531. So, if 
P= ZP O 
[ 1 0 Pz’ 
then 
A.=PA,P-‘=diag(M,N) and B,=PB,= t . 
[ 1 
Thus, [A,, B,] and [A,, B4] will be I-equivalent and [A,, B,] will be the 
required matrix. 
So we must prove that AZ, - A,, and [AZ, - A, - B] have the same 
nontrivial invariant factors. In fact, by Proposition 2.4, [XI, - A, - B] and 
[AZ, - A,, - B4] have the same invariant factors, and by a suitable permuta- 
tion on the columns of [XI, - A,, - B4] this matrix is equivalent to 
AZ,-M -a 0 0 0 0 XI,,-A,, 0 1 ’ 
We have that rank[XZ, - M, - l?] = s, and by considering the submatrix 
of [XI, - M, - g] formed by its s first rows and columns 2,3,. . . , k,, k, + 
2 ,..., k,+k, ,..., k,+ 0.. +k,_,+2 ,..., k,+ ... +k,, s+l,..., sfr, we 
have that the determinantal divisor of order s of [XI, - M, - H] is 1. So 
there are unimodular matrices P(h) E F[X]sxs and Q(h) E .F[X](s+r)X(s+r) 
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such that 
w4[q - M, - @IQ(X) = [z,,o], 
Hence 
0 
0 
1 
has the same invariant factors as [AZ, - A,, - B4]. In consequence, the 
nontrivial invariant factors of hZ, - A,, coincide with those of [XI, - A, 
- B]. Now the theorem is proved. n 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.11 is 
COROLLARY I [14, p. 1611. Let [A B] E FpXn, Then (A, B) is a 
completely controllable pair if and only’ if all the invariant factors of 
[XI, - A, - B] are 1. 
Let [A B] E .FPXn. W ewilIsaythatamatrix[A B]ESP~” 
form of Theorem 2.11 is a P-form of [A, B] if [~,,c~,] 
with the 
and [A, B] are 
P-equivalent. 
Given that the first natural normal form [lo, p. 1511 of a square matrix is 
determined up to a permutation of its diagonal blocks by its nontrivial 
invariant polynomials, and taking into account that in Theorem 2.11 we have 
arranged the polynomials 0~~ in nondecreasing order, it is easy to prove the 
following: 
COROLLARY II. Zf [A,, B,] and [A,, B,] are two r-forms of [A, B] E 
FpXn and A, = diag(M,, N,), A, = diag(Ms, N,), then N, = N,. 
By this corollary and Lemma 2.6 we have that the controllability indices 
of (A, B) and the invariant factors of [XI, - A, - B] are uniquely de- 
termined by [A, B]; i.e., the ki and (Y~ are invariant under the transforma- 
tions (t r), (t s), and (t3) of Proposition 2.3. So we will say that a matrix 
[A,, B,] with the form of Theorem 2.11 is the canonical P-form of [A, B]. 
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Now, the following result is immediate: 
THEOREM 2.12. Let [A,, B,], [A,, B,] ~fl~~“. Then [A,, B,] and 
[A,, B,] are l-‘-equivalent if and only if the following conditions hold: 
I’!, ,‘t;% :I1 and G%,Bd h ave the same controllability indices. 
factk. ’ 
1, -B,] and [XI, - A,, - B,] have the same invariant 
3. POLYNOMIAL PATHS 
Let 6=(a1 ,..., ap) and y=(yr ,..., y,) be two systems of nonzero and 
manic polynomials verifying: 
ai: > ai+l, i=l ,...,p-1, 
Yi: ’ Yi+l% i=l ,...,n-1, (3.1) 
(n=p+9). (3.2) 
In [16, 171 Marques de Sa defined a path as follows: 
DEFINITION. For j = 0, 1, . . . , 4, let Elj = (E{, . , . , EL+ j) be a system of 
nonzero and manic polynomials. The sequence 
is said to be a path from G to y if it satisfies the following conditions: 
Ej: > E/+1 i=l ,..., p+ j-l, j=O,l, . . . . 9. (3.3) 
,i: > ej-1: I=- &f t+l i=l ,..., p+ j-l, j=l,... ,9. (3.4) 
In this section we give some properties of certain paths from G to 7. 
Ifweset Ej=E{...E;+j, j=O,l,..., 4. and d(Ej) = Cp_+,id(EI), then it is 
clear that, by (3.4), we have 
d(+gd(Ej+l), j=o,1,...,9-1. (3.5) 
In order to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
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path from & to 7 we are going to define some polynomials in the following 
way: 
#=l.c.rn.(~~_~,y~), i=l )...) p+j, j=O,l,..., q, (3.6) 
where we agree that ai = 1 for i < 1. If we put 
Bj=(p/ )...) p,j+,), j=O,l,..., q, (3.7) 
then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf & and 7 are systems of nonzero and manic poly- 
nomials verifying (3.1) then: 
(i) A necessary and sufficient condition for a path from ~5 to 7 to exist is 
yi: > ai: > yi+q, i=l,...,p. (3.8) 
(ii) Zf (3.8) is uetified and (Eli) is a path from 6 to 5, then 
p/z > E{, i=l ,...> P+j> j=O,l >.a., q. (3.9) 
(iii) Zf (3.8) is satisfied, then 
i=l,...,p, j=O,l ,...> 4 (3.16) 
Yi: > P/Z ’ Yi+g_j’ i=l,...,p+j, j=O,l ,...,q. (3.11) 
The proof of this proposition is the same as the one in [lG,Section 41. 
There, it is shown that the system (pi) defined by (3.6) and (3.7) is a path 
from 6 to 7. By (ii) of the above proposition we can say that (p’) is the 
minimal path from G to 7. 
From (3.4) it is easy to deduce the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (p”“) be the minimal path from & to 7, and put 
P’ 
aj=Pi-l’ j=l >...,q. (3.12) 
Then ajE9[X], j=l,..., q, 
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LEMMA 3.3 (Theorem 1.5.1 of [17]). Let A(A) E 9-[hlnlxt and G(h) E 
~[h](m+WU+s) , where r and s are nonnegative integers. Let 01~ : > ’ . . : > a, 
and yl: > es.: >ym+, be the invariant factors of A(X) and G(X), respec- 
tively, where we agree that ai = 0 for i > rank A(h) and y, = 0 for j > 
rankG(X). Then there exist matrices B(X) E F[h]mXs, C(X) E 9[XlrXf, 
and D(X) E 9[hlrxs such that G(X) is equivalent to 
if and only if the following relations hold: 
Yi’ ’ ai: > Yi+r+s, i=l >..., m. (3.13) 
It is our purpose in this section to prove the following result: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A(h) = diag(Z,_,, AZ, - N) E F[X]P’P, and let & = 
(a 1,. . . , ap) be the system formed by its invariant factors. Let 7 = (yl,. . . , y,) 
be a system of nonzero and manic polynomials, and assume that 6 and 7 
satisfy (3.1). Then the relations (3.8) are necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of matrices C E _FqXm and T(h) E F[X]q’Q such that 
Z P-m 0 0 
0 AZ,- N 0 
0 c w I 
has yl: I== ... : > y, as invariant factors. Moreover, if (3.8) is verified, then 
T(h) can be constructed so as to be triangular, with the polynomials ui 
defined in (3.12) in the positions (i, i), i = 1,. . . , q, and such that any other 
element in the i th column has degree less than d( a,). 
Proof. The invariant factors of A(h) and [A(A),01 E 9-[X]Pxn are the 
same. So, by Lemma 3.3, the relations (3.8) are obviously necessary. 
Now, let us assume that & and 7 satisfy (3.8), and let (p”‘) be the minimal 
path from E to p. We are going to prove that for j = 1,. . . , q, there exist 
matrices Ci E sjx” and Tj(h) E F[h]jxj such that 
I 
Z P--m 0 0 
0 AZ,-N 0 
0 ‘i Tj(x) I 
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has /3{,...,& as invariant factors. Moreoever, T,.(X) will be constructed to 
betriangularwith~~ in(i,i) i=l,..., j, and such that any other element in 
the ith column will have degree less than d(oi). We will prove it by induction 
on j. 
j = 1: In this case, we put T,(h) = [a,], where 
P’ B1 
(J1=0=--. P a 
(3.14) 
As j31: > cq : > fl/+ 1, i = 1,. . . , p, and since A(X) has at least p - m invariant 
factors equal to 1, we have that 
p: = ai = 1, i=l ,...,P--m, 
p,‘: >q: ql,:1, i=p-m+l,...,p. 
So, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a row vector cl(X) such that the invariant 
factors of 
X1,-N 
[ 1 Cl@> 
are P,‘_,, l,. . . , $. 
As XI,- N is regular, there always exists [9, p. 471 the quotient with 
remainder of cl(X) by XI, - N. So there exist s(X) E .%[X]ixm and cr E 
.FIXm such that 
c,(X) = s(h)(hZ, - N)+ cl. 
fius, p:,...,Lq are the invariant factors of 
rpr _;\, pj[i[ A;;;N] = [‘f ,I”;; N 
Set 
1. 
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andlet pr: > ...: > pLp+i be its invariant factors. It is clear that 
/_li=p;=l, i=l ,...,p-m. 
In order to prove that pi = fi!, i = 1,. . . , p + 1, we are going to see that 
k=l ,...,p+l. (3.15) 
Because n~~rl_~~ is the determinantal divisor of order k of M,(A), we are 
going to find the minors of order k of this matrix. All the minors of order k 
which we can choose in the submatrix 
are multiples of n:,,pi since this polynomial is the determinantal divisor of 
order k of this submatrix. Moreover, ail the minors of order k having entries 
from the last column of M,(X) are either zero or multiples of ui. So, because 
LIF&$ is the determinantal divisor of order k - 1 of A(X), we have 
ifilPi=g.c*d~( fI P/p ulkfilai]p k=l ,...,p+1. (3.16) 
i=l i=l 
Now, by (3.14), 
k-l 
Ul n ai = 
P’ 
i=l (Yk ’ . * ap 
As (Y~: >p/+r, i=l,..., p, wehave 
k-l 
>(I1 l-J (Yi. 
i=l 
From this and (3.16), Equation (3.15) follows. 
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Now, we assume that for j > 1 there exist matrices Cj_ 1 E Fcjpl) ’ ” and 
T,._,(A) E .FIX](j-l)x(j-l) such that 
Mj_l(X)= O 
0 I
Z P-m 0 0 
AZ,-N 0 
cj-l Tj-l(h) I 
has /3-i ,...,p~;;_, as invariant factors, Tj_Xh) being triangular with ui in 
the position (i, i), i = 1,. . . , j - 1 and any other element in the i th column 
having degree less than d(a,). 
As (si) is a path from & to f, we have 
p/: > p/-l: > /3!+,, i=l ,...,p+ j-l, 
and by (3.10) 
p/+$-1=1, i=l ,...,p-m. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.3, there exist h,(X) E 9[X]lXm and h,(h) E 
WA1 1 x(j-l) such that 
has /3pj_m+l,...r/?~+j_1 as invariant factors. 
We write the coordinates of h,(h) as follows: 
If for some i E {l,..., j - l} we have d(q) > d(a,), then we choose the last 
coordinate of h,(X) verifying this condition. Let o, be this coordinate. We 
divide o, by a,. Thus 
w, = up, + Wf , where d(of) <d(o,). 
Now, by subtracting the (m + r)th row of Hj(h) multiplied by u, from its 
last row, we obtain a matrix Hi(X) equivalent to HI(X) and with an element 
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in the position (j, r) whose degree is less than that of a,. Moreover, because 
Tj_ 1(X) has zeros above the main diagonal, the elements in positions 
(r+l,j),...r (j - 1, j) of H,!(A) are the same as those of Hj(h). Thus 
Hf( X) = 
where hi(X)= [o:,...,o~, w,+~,...,w~_~]. 
Now, if for some in {l,..., r-l} we have d(wf)>,d(o;), then we 
perform the above procedure again. By operating successively in this way, we 
can obtain a matrix H,(h) equivalent to H,.(X) with the form 
where the i th coordinate of h,( A ) has degree less than d( a,), i = 1,. . . , j - 1. 
As XI, - N is regular, there exist sj(X) E F[h]lXm and c. E .FIXm such I 
that 
Thus 
ii,(A) = sj(X)(XZ, -N)+ cj. 
La 0 0 
0 Ij-1 0 
- Sj(A) 0 1 
AZ,-N 0 
cj-l Tj-l(A) 
‘i Jm 
is equivalent to j?,(A) and has, therefore, /3J_,+ r,. . . , $+ j_ r as invariant 
factors. Moreover, since p/ = 1 for i = 1,. , . p - m, we have that 
Z 
p--m 
0 
0 AZ,-N 
0 'j-1 Tj-l(X) 
0 ‘i h,(h) 
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has P{~*.*,PJ+j-l as invariant factors. So, just as for j = 1, 
X1-N 0 
(T. 
0 
1-l Tj-l(x) O 
‘i &CA) aj J 
has pi,. . . , /3j+ j as invariant factors, and since p4 = 7, M,(A) is the required 
matrix. n 
4. DEGREE DOMINANT MATRICES 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A(A) E .F[,lnxn. The degree of the polynomial 
with greatest degree in the ith column is said to be the degree of the ith 
column. We say that A(X) is a column degree dominant matrix if the 
polynomial in the position (i, i) is manic and has degree greater than that of 
any other in the ith column, i = 1,. . . , n. 
LEMMA 4.2 [14, p. 1841. Let A(X)E .F[hlnx” be a column degree 
dominant matrix, and let d i be the degree of the ith column, i = 1,. . . , n. Let 
us assume that there exist j and k such that d j < d k. Then there exists a 
column degree dominant matrix A’(A) equivalent to A(A), such that 
d[=di, i# j,k, 
d; = d, + 1, (4.1) 
d;=dk-1, 
where d l is the degree of the ith column of A’(A), i = 1,. . . , n. 
If a=(ai ,..., a,,), b=(b, ,..., b,) E B”, then we say [12, p. 7, 91 that 
a<bif 
i$laFi, f I? bli] or I? b(i) G 5 a(i), k=l,..., n-l, (4.2) 
i=l i=l i=l 
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and 
jIIai= i hip 
i=l 
(4.3) 
where a[,] > . . . > a[,,] and b[,] > . . . >, b,,, denote the components of a 
and b in nonincreasing order, and a(,) < . * . < a(,,) and b(,, < . . * < b(,, 
are the components of a and b in nondecreasing order. Just as in 111, p. 
1441, if a and b are vectors with integral coordinates then we will say that a 
is obtained from b by elementary transformations whenever there exist 
indices j and k with j <k such that a,jl = bCjI - 1, a[,] = b,kI + 1, and 
aLi = b,iI for i f j, k. 
LEMMA 4.3. LetA E g[hlnx” be a column degree dominant matrix. 
Let di be the degree of its ith column and m,, . . . , m, positive integers. If 
(m I,...,m,)<(d, ,..., d,), (4.4 
then there exists a column degree dominant matrix A’(h), equivalent to A(h), 
such that mi is the degree of its ith column, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. There is a permutation matrix P E .Fnx” such that A,(A) = 
PA(h)PT is a column degree dominant matrix with driI as the degree of its 
ith column. From Lemma 2.B.l of [12], if (4.4) holds, we can deduce that 
(m[r17...,mln]) is obtained from (d L1I,. . , d [nI) by successive applications of 
a finite number of elementary transformations. So, by successive applications 
of Lemma 4.2, we obtain a column degree dominant matrix A,(A) such that 
m liI is the degree of its ith column. Now, by performing some suitable 
permutations on the rows and columns of A,(A) we can achieve the required 
matrix. m 
The proof of the following result is immediate 
LEMMA 4.4. Let xcl) d . . . 6 xc,) be n nonnegative real numbers, and 
let (x1,..., x,,) be any disarrangement of (xC1, ,..., x~“,). Then 
k=l,...,n-1. 
i=I i=l 
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5. MAIN RESULT 
Now, we can give solution to problem (P). 
THEOREM 5.1. LetAEFPXp, BE.FP~~, GEF”~“, and n=p+q. 
Assume that rankB=r. Let al:> e.0 >ap and yl:> . . ..>y., be the 
invariant factors of [hl, - A, - B] and hZ, - G, respectively. Let k, > 
. . . > k,> k,+l= ... = k, ( = 0) be the controllability indices of the pair 
(A, B). Then there exist matrices of C E 9qxp and D E FtQxq such that G 
is similar to 
A B 
[ 1 C D 
if and only if the following relations hold: 
yi: > ai: > yi+q, i=l,...,p, (5.1) 
(k,+l,..., k,+l) -: (d(~,),...,+,)), (5.2) 
where ~~=pj/pj-‘, j=l,..., 4; j3j=p[...flJ+j; andfi/=l.c.m. (~l~_~,y~), 
i=l )..., p+j, j=O,l,..., 9. 
Proof. Let us assume that there exist matrices C E %q ‘P and D E 
.F-” xg such that G is similar to 
A B 
[ 1 C D’ 
This means that AZ, - G is equivalent to 
hI,-A -B 
-C 1 X1,-D ’ 
So, by Lemma 3.3, the relations (5.1) are necessary. 
On the other hand, (5.2) is equivalent to 
i d(i)< i (kq-i+l+l), k=l ,...,q-1, 
i=l i=l 
t d(a,)= i (kq_i+l+l)> 
(5.3) 
i=l i=l 
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where do, < ... <dc4) denote the components of (d(o,), . . . , d( 0,)) in 
nondecreasing order. But, from Lemma 4.4, (5.3) is a consequence of the 
following conditions: 
5 d(ui) G i (k,-,+l+l)> k=l ,...,9-1, 
i=l is1 
(5.4) 
5 d(a,) = i (k,_j+, +l). 
i=l i=l 
Since k q_i+l=O for i=l,..., 9 - r, we have that (5.4) is equivalent to the 
following inequalities: 
d(P) -d(a) <j, j=l ,...,9-r, (5.5) 
j-g+r-1 
d(/3j)-d((Y)<9-r+ c (k,_i+l), j=y-r+l,..., 9-1, 
i=O 
(5.6) 
r-l 
d(y)-d(a)=q-r+ c (k,_j+l), 
i=O 
(5.7) 
where d(y) = d(yi . . . y,) and d(a) = d(cu, . * . aP). 
So we can prove that (5.2) is a necessary condition by showing that (5.5), 
(5.6), and (5.7) are verified. It is easy to see that (5.7) is always satisfied. For 
by Lemma 2.6, k, + . *. + k, = rankS(A, B), and by Theorem 2.11, 
rank S(A, B) = p - m, where m = d(a); and so 
r-1 
9-r-t c (k,_,+l)=q-r+p-m+r=n-m=d(y)-d(a). 
i=O 
Now, we are going to prove that (5.5) and (5.6) are also necessary 
conditions. From Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.5, G is similar to a matrix 
where [A c, B, ] is the canonical I-form of [A, B]. Consider C, and D, 
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partitioned as follows: 
[ 
Cl, 
CC= c 
**. c,, -Clr+l 
21 *** c,, -c,.+J DC = [E;: -ii]. 
where 
c E pXk: 
11 i=l )...) T,Cl,+l E FrXm, 
D,, E ‘PX’, q, E $PX(V-r) > 
CZi E gT.(q-r)Xh , i = l)...) r,C2r+l E .@-r)x”L) 
q, E gs-t(4-*)Xr, D,, E $39-r)X(q--r) 
Now, we write some of these submatrices explicitly: 
Cli=(-Cjt)j=l ,..., r,t=l,._,, k,> i=l >...,r> 
c,i=( -cjt)j= r+l,...,q,t=l....,ki' i=l r...,T, 
D1l=C-djt)i=l ,..., r,t=.l,..., I) 
Hence 
D21=(-djt)j=r+l ,..,, q,t=1,..., r* 
= 
%-MI 0 0 0 - E, 0 
0 hlkz- M, 0 0 - E, 0 
. . . . . . . ., ., ., ., 
0 0 hi,,-M, 0 -E, 0 
0 0 0 h I,,, - N 0 0 
-c,, - c,z -c,r Cl,+, Al, - D,, 42 
-C,, -%2 -czr C2r+l - D2l Xt-,-D22 
Now, we are going to remove h from rows 1,2,. . . , p - m. For this, we do 
the following: we add X times the (p + 1)th column to the k,th one, so the 
entry in position (k 1, k,) of the matrix we obtain is zero. Then we add X 
times the k Ith column to the (k 1 - 1)th one, and we proceed successively in 
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this way until we add h times the second column to the first one. So in the k, 
first rows of the resulting matrix there is no entry equal to A. Then we 
proceed with rows k 1 + 1,. . . , k, + k, in the same way as with the first rows. 
In this way we can remove X from the first p - m rows. 
Now, we are going to put zeros in the 4 last rows except in the entries 
corresponding to columns l,k,+l,...,k,+ .a. +k,_,+l,p-m+l,p- 
m +2,..., p, p + r +1, p + r +2 ,..., n. For this, we add rows 1,2,. . . , p - m 
multiplied by suitable polynomials to rows p + 1, p + 2,. . . , p + q. 
The resulting matrix is equivalent to AZ, - G and has the following form: 
G,(h) = 
where 
-M, 0 .*. 0 0 -El 0 
0 -M, .-. 0 0 - E2 0 . . . ..*.................*..................... 
0 0 . . . -M, 0 - Er 0 
0 0 . . . 0 AZ,-N 0 0 
F F . . . Fir Clr+l 0 
F;: FE *. F,, c&+1 0 42 AZ,-, - %? 
Fli= [71’,0 )...  o] E‘F[X]rxk~, i=l r >*.*> 7 
F,i = [T&O ,..., 0] E _?T[X](9-r)Xkt, i=l r ,*..> , 
T; and 7; being column polynomial vectors having the following form 
+ &+c,‘J+ .a. +c;khk,-l+diiAk:+hk:+l 
L 
c;r + i&h + . . s + cik Akl-’ + dJkl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cjl + &h + . * . + C,!k hkt-’ + d,Jkt 1 , 
C 
+ 
;+ll+c;+lzX+ 1.. +~,!:+~~h~~-~+d,+,J~~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I.. . . . . . . . . . . 
1 
,i=l ,*a., T. 
c& + c&X + . . . + cik Akl-’ + d,jikc 
If we multiply the first p - m rows of G,(X) by - 1 and we permute its 
columns in a convenient way, we obtain 
Z 
P-m 
0 0 0 
0 
G,(X)= o 
i 
AZ,-N 0 0 
c 
lr+l 
I 
w9 Dl!2 ’ 
0 Gr+l &,,(A) XI,-, - D,, 
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6,,(h)= [7: .-* 7;] E.Liqh]‘x’, 
6,,(X) = [ 72’ . a. T;] E 9qx]‘-)Xr. 
Finally, performing a suitable permutation on the rows and columns of 
G,(h), we obtain 
1 
Z 
P-m 
0 0 0 
0 
WV= 0 
AZ, - N 0 0 
c 
2r+l AZ,_,- Dz 6’“,(X) ’ 
0 Clrtl DE au I 
Let P E _Frxr be a permutation matrix such that P6,,( X)PT has as 
columns and rows the columns and rows, respectively, of 6 r(X) but placed in 
inverse order. Hence, GA(X) is equivalent to 
H(h) = [‘b’ ;]G,(h)[ ‘,’ ;T] 
I P-m 0 0 0 
0 AZ,-N 0 0 =
0 C2r+l X&-D,, Q,(h) ’ 
0 PClr+l PDl2 WV I 
where Q2(X) = 6,(A)PT, and @r(h) = P &,,(A)PT has in position (j + 1, j + 1) 
a polynomiaf whose degree is ZC_~ + 1, and any other eIement in the (j + I)th 
column of 
hasdegreelessthank,_j+l, j=O,l,...,r-l.SoH(X)isacolumndegree 
dominant matrix equivalent to 
Therefore, H(h) has yr: > . . . : > yn as invariant factors. 
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We denote by H,.(X) the submatrix of H(X) formed by its first p -t j rows 
andcolumns(j=l,...,q).Let~Clf:>-*.: > pL+ j be the invariant factors of 
H,.(X). Hence, for j = 1,. . . , q 
I p--m 0 0 
0 XI,-N 0 1 
is a submatrix of Hi(h) formed by first p rows and p + j columns, and it has 
:> . . . . 
Eve 
> ep as invariant factors (Theorem 2.11). So, by Lemma 3.3, we 
pi: > ai: >pj+i, i=l ,..., p, j=l,.*., 9. 
Therefore, if we agree that ei = 1 for i < 1, then we can put 
ai_j: > pj, i=l ,*..> p+j, j=l,..., 9. 
Moreover, as H,.(A) is a principal submatrix of H(X), by Lemma 3.3 
yi: > pi, i=l )..., p+j, j=l,..*, 9. 
Thus, p{ is a multiple of yj and CI_~. But as fif = 1.c.m. (cx_~,~~) we have 
p,‘: > pi, i=l ,..., p+j, j=l,...,9. (5.8) 
On the other hand, it is clear that 
d(lHj(A)lj=m+j, j=l ,.*.,9- r, 
and 
d(lH,(h))j=9-r+m+J-q~r-1~k,_i+l), j=q-r+l,...,q. 
i=O 
So, since d(lH,(X)l) = JQ’L’=+J’d(pi) for j = 1,. . . ,9 from (5.8) we can conclude 
that 
d(P) - d(a) = ,Fl d( P,) - m d j, j=l ,.,.,9-r, 
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and 
p+j j-y+r-1 
d(j3’)-d(a)= c d(&+m=Gq-r+ c (krpi+l), 
i=l i=O 
j=9-r+l,...,q-1. 
That is to say, (5.5) and (5.6) are necessary conditions. 
Now, we are going to see that conditions (5.1) and (5.2) are sufficient. 
Let [A,, B,] be the canonical r-form of [A, B]. From Theorem 2.11, 
(Yr: > ** * : > ap are the invariant factors of 
[ 
I p-It, 0 
0 AZ, - N I 
Our purpose is to prove that if the conditions (5.1) and (5.2) are verified, then 
there exist matrices C, and F(h) E S[X]9xq such that 
0 0 
AZ,,- N 0 
Cl W) 1 
is equivalent to AZ, - G, i.e., has yr: > . . . : > y,, as invariant factors, where 
is a matrix such that 
(i) F(X) is a column degree dominant matrix, 
(ii) the degree of the ith column of F(X) is 1 for i = 1,. . . ,9 - T and 
k,_,+,+l for i=q--r+l,...,q. 
So H(X) will have the same form as the matrix H(h) in the first step. 
Therefore, if we perform the inverse transformations of those we did to 
construct H(X), then we will obtain an equivalent matrix to Z?(A) with the 
form 
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-- 
where [A B] E sPxn 
that k, 2 ‘. - . 
will be a matrix with the form of Theorem 2.11 such 
>k,>k,+l= -.. -- = k, ( = 0) are the controllability indices of 
the pair (A, I?) and oi 1 * * . : > ap the invariant factors of [XI, - A, - B]. 
By Theorem 2.12, [A, B] will be P-equivalent to [A, B], and finally, by 
Proposition 2.5, there will exist matrices C E .Fqx* and D E $qxq such 
that G will be similar to 
A B 
[ 1 C D' 
Thus, we are going to prove the existence of H(h). 
Since (5.1) is verified, by Lemma 3.4, there exist matrices C, E .Fqxm 
and T(X) E .F[h]qX’J such that yr : > . . . : > yn are the invariant factors of 
I p -In 0 0 
0 XI,- N 0 , 
0 c2 T(X) I 
where T(X) is a column degree dominant matrix with 
in the position (j, j) j = 1,. . . , 9. Now, by (5.2) and Lemma 4.3 there exists a 
column degree dominant matrix F(A), equivalent to T(X), such that the 
degree of its ith column is kq_i+r+l, i=l,...,q. So F(X) satisfies the 
above conditions (i) and (ii). Therefore, there exist unimodular matrices 
P(X),Q(X) E g[h]qXq such that 
Then, yr: > a..: > yn are the invariant factors of 
Z p - n, 0 0 
= 0 AZ,,,-N 0 . 
0 W)C2 F(h) I 
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As XI,, - N is regular, there exist S(X) E .F[X]QXn’ and C, E PqyXn’ such 
that 
P(X)C,=S(X)(XZ,-N)+C,. 
Thus yl: > . . . . > yn are the invariant factors of 
brn _& $ZP[ $;; F;h, 
[ 
Z 
P-m 
0 0 
= 0 hZ,-N 0 , 
0 C, F(A) I 
The proof of the theorem is now concluded. n 
In the sequel we prove some consequences of Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY I. With the same notation as in Theorem 5.1, let (A, B) be 
a completely controllable pair. Then there exist matrices C E FqxP and 
D E Sqxq such that G is similar to 
A B 
[ 1 C D 
if and only if the following relations hold: 
Yj=l, i=l,...,p, (5.9) 
(k,+l,..., k, +l> 4 (d(y,+,),...,d(y,+,)). (5.10) 
Proof. If (A, B) is a completely controllable pair, then, by Corollary I of 
Theorem 2.1, ai = 1, i = 1,. . . , p. So, (5.9) and (5.1) are equivalent condi- 
tions. Moreover, as ,@= l.c.m.(ai_j,yi), i = l,..., p + j, j = O,l,..., 9, we 
have that 
d(pj)=d(pi...Ppl+j)=d(Yl...Yp+j)r j=l >..., 9, 
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and 
d(oj)=d(jV)-d(Pj-‘)=d(y,+,), j=l ,.**,9* 
So in this case (5.2) and (5.10) are equivalent conditions. I 
COROLLARY II. With the same notation as in Theorem 5.1, ifB = 0 then 
there exist C E sqxP and D E Fqxq such that G is similar to 
A 0 
[ 1 C D 
if and only if yi: > ai: > yiiq, i = l,..., p. 
Proof. In this case c~i : > . . . : > ap are the invariant factors of h I, - A, 
and ki=OforaIl i=l,..., 9.Sod(a)=p and(k,+l,..., k,+l)=(l,..., 1) 
(9 times). It is easy to see that if rr,. . . , xq ( 2 0) are integers and xi + . . + 
Xq = 9, then (l,..., 1) + (xi ,..., x9). So, taking into account that 
i d(ui) cd(Y) -d(a)> 
i-l 
we have that in this case the condition (5.2) is a consequence of (5.1). 
COROLLARY III. With the same notation as in Theorem 5.1, let p = n - 1 
and B = b E F(“-l)xl, b # 0. Then there exist c E .F1x(n-l) and d E F 
such that G is similar to 
A b 
[ 1 c d 
ifandonZyifyy,:>ni:>yi+l, i=l,...,n-1. 
Proof In this case 9 = 1 and therefore j3’ = (Y, /?’ = y, and d(o,) = 
d(y) - d(a). On the other hand, if k, > 0 is the controllability index of the 
pair (A, b), then m = p - k,. As d(y) - d(a) = n - m = n -(n - l)+ k, = 
k, + 1, we have 
k + 1) -c (d(d). 
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COROLLARY IV [19]. Let [A, B] E .FpX”, and let al: > . . . : > (yp be 
the invariant factors of [XI, - A, - B]. Let X be a manic polynomial of 
degree n. Then there exist matrices C E .9qxP and D E Fqxq such that X 
is the characteristic polynomial of 
GzA B I 1 C D 
if and only if 
fjlai’ >X* (5.11) 
. . . . > yn are the invariant factors of hZ, - G, then 
yi: > (Yi: > yitq, i=l ,**e, P, 
Proof. If y1: > 
and 
Conversely, if (5.11) is verified, then we put 
x=$q. &Es-[A], 
i==l 
and we define 
Yi=l, i=l ,*..,4, 
Yi+q = &iT i=l ,...,p-1, 
Y P+9 = E(Yp. 
So yi: > ai: > yi+,, i = I,..., p. Moreover, it is easy to see that d(/3 j) = d(a), 
j=O,l ,..., 9 - 1. Hence (d(u,) ,..., d(a,)) = (n - m,O ,..., 0). If k, > . . * >, 
k, are the controllability indices of (A, B), then the inequality 
(k,+l,..., k,+l)<(n-m,O,...,O) 
is always true. So the conditions (5.1) and (5.2) of Theorem 5.1 hold. W 
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FINAL REMARKS 
1. We have seen that if B = 0 or B = b E %(“-l)xl, then (5.1) implies 
(5.2). Also, in view of Theorem 1.1, one might think that (5.2) is always a 
consequence of (5.1). However, we are going to show that (5.1) does not 
imply, in general, (5.2). In fact, let 
where A and B are already given in the canonical r-form of Theorem 2.11, 
and set 
Yi=Ys=Ys=l, yq = yg = ys = (A - 1)“. 
So (pi = (~a = a3 = 1 and cxq = (h - 1)‘. In these conditions (5.1) is verified, 
but /?: = & =& = 1, /?l= pi = (X - l)‘, and therefore (k, + 1, k, + 1) = 
(331) -x (2>2) = (d(o,), d(o,)). 
2. From Proposition 4.1 of [16] we can deduce that the degrees of the 
polynomials uj defined in (3.12) verify d(uj) Q d(uj+ i), j = 1,. . . , q - 1. 
Marques de SB used this proposition as a fundamental fact to prove Theorem 
1.1; and although it might have shortened our proof of Theorem 5.1, we have 
not used it, because we think it is possible to obtain a new proof of Theorem 
1.1 starting right from the results of this paper in the same way as Wimmer 
[ 191 obtained a new proof of the result of de Oliveira [ 131 using Corollary IV 
of Theorem 5.1. 
I would like to thank Professor J. M. Gracia for his help and encourage- 
ment. 
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